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Paradise Papers fallout
In the fallout from the Paradise Papers the EU Commission is pushing for 

rapid agreement of the names of those countries and territories to go onto 

its tax haven blacklist. At last week’s ECOFIN meeting EU Commissioner 

Pierre Moscovici called for EU countries to ‘rapidly adopt a European tax 

haven list’ in light of the revelations. He also argued that the list should 

be enforced with ‘credible and meaningful’ sanctions. The goal is to have 

agreement by time of the next ECOFIN meeting on December 5.

As reported in ADI recently there have been delays in agreeing who to put 

onto the blacklist and what the penalties for inclusion should be. Ireland, 

Malta and the UK have been trying to water down the penalties. And the 

UK is also reported to be doing its best to prevent a number of it Overseas 

Territories being placed on the list in the first place, including BVI, Bermuda 

and Cayman. 

But press reports suggest that the UK is fighting a rear-guard battle; it is not 

expected be successful in its efforts, either to water down the penalties or to 

save the Overseas Territories from the blacklist. Continued on page 9 >>  

Cayman’s European future
If Cayman finds itself on the EU’s tax blacklist might this be the end for 

distribution of its funds in Europe? We should know by the end of the year 

if Cayman and other offshore jurisdictions are on that blacklist. That is by 

no means certain but there is at least growing political pressure for that to 

happen (see article above).

Cayman has long been the preferred jurisdiction for UK based hedge funds. 

Domiciling a fund there is not something that they have had to give much 

thought to: everyone else was there. As well as being relatively inexpensive 

and easy to use Cayman funds are popular with investors all over the world 

– including large, sophisticated European institutional investors, many of

whom have allocating to hedge funds via Cayman for a long time.

It is true that European regulators, such as those in the Netherlands, have 

been making it increasingly difficult for their institutional investors to allocate 

to Cayman funds but this hasn’t stopped all that many long term existing 

arrangements being altered. Continued on page 12 >>  
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